
a multi disciplinary design studio

credentials



INNOVATIVE

COLLABORATIVE

HANDS ON

ACCESSIBLE

Electric Design Studio LLP is an independent design, 
illustration and branding studio based in North London. 
The studio specialises in creating websites, logos and 
brand identities.

Our work crosses many layers of design within digital 
and print. 

We strive to create work that is bold and unique but 
more importantly, removes the noise and focusses on the 
effective and engaging. 

OUR FOCUS IS SIMPLICITY BY DESIGN

WHO WE ARE

WE STRIVE TO BE



Daniel Bobroff

Co Founder / Creative Director

07980 647 507

daniel@electricdesignstudio.com

Alex Bernstein

Co Founder / Managing Director

07956 364 149

alex@electricdesignstudio.com

www.electricdesignstudio.com

CONTACTING US



BRIEF: 
Chalkline Ltd approached EDS with the task of redesigning their logo.  Having grown rapidly, the company needed a more 
professional and stylised logo to represent the brand.  Amongst a number of requirements, the client was very specific 
that they didn’t want a predictable cloud design but at the same time it needed to represent the industry they worked in.

With this in mind, we developed an icon that was a play on the letter C, multiplying it by 4 and creating a symbol that 
was a subtle nod to a cloud but also reiterating the fact that the company helps their clients in a positive way.

CLIENT: 
CHALKLINE LTD

INDUSTRY: 
IT cloud solutions

PROJECT: 
Logo redesign

STACKED

HORIZONTAL





BRIEF: 
Green Elite Landscaping is an established landscape gardening company based in North London.  Throughout 2016-
2017 and into 2018, we worked extensively with the brand on all their marketing and branding collateral.  This has 
included:

• Stationery • Outdoor poster & digital poster design
• Van livery • Website redesign and implementation

CLIENT: 
GREEN ELITE LANDSCAPING

INDUSTRY: 
Landscape gardeners

PROJECT: 
Ongoing brand projects

Icon

Stationery PromotionLivery





LO N D O N

CLIENT: 
PHOEBE ROSE LONDON

INDUSTRY: 
Fashion

PROJECT: 
Logo, branding & website

BRIEF: 
Phoebe Rose London is a London based womens fashion label run by Phoebe Georgiou.

Working closely with Phoebe we developed the brand vision starting with the logo, then extending to stationery, 
clothes labels, magazine advertorial and a website.

Using a vintage art deco style, we designed the logo and icon to work across both digital and print platforms.

This was then combined with a more contemporary layout for the ecommerce website that showcased Phoebe’s 
designs to the young, ambitious woman who would be interested in her clothes.









NEW ICONNEW LOGOTYPE FINAL LOGO & ICON

OLD LOGO

BRIEF: 
Contractor Mortgage Services Ltd is a mortgage company that specialises in sorting mortgages for contractors and freelancers.

Electric Design Studio were contacted to help redesign their website as well as look at the current logo.

Starting with the logo, we created a design that included an icon to work with social media as well as help build a recognisable 
brand and a logotype layout that could also work on its own as required.  A suite of stationery was also provided.

The webiste was then developed using the new logo and a colour palette to compliment.  We also coded in a bespoke calculator 
for visitors to work out their potential costs if they were to invest in a mortgage.

CLIENT: 
CMS LTD

INDUSTRY: 
Mortgage broker

PROJECT: 
Logo & website rebrand







HAI MEDIA GROUP HAI MEDIA GROUP

HAI
MEDIA GROUP

HAI
MEDIA GROUP

BRIEF: 
To design a logo that included the client’s love of ecology, technology and manga as well as their disruptive approach 
to how they worked with their clients.

Hai is a Japanese word translated to mean “Yes, I agree with you”.  The icon is the Japanese version of this phrase and 
was an important element the client wanted included within the design.  

Two lock ups were created, giving the client options to use either one dependent on their requirements.

CLIENT: 
HAI MEDIA GROUP

INDUSTRY: 
PR for digital start ups

PROJECT: 
Rebrand

STACKED

HORIZONTAL





LOGO: COLOUR OPTIONS ICON: COLOUR OPTIONS

BlackBrandBlackBrand

Autumn

Spring

Summer

Winter

Autumn

Spring

Summer

Winter

BRIEF: 
Flowers by SK is a florist based in North London looking to completely rebrand their image.  This included a new logo 
and associated stationery (business cards, letterhead, invoice and labels).

Working with the client to understand their preferred look and feel, we developed a logo and icon with a vintage style.

The client also wanted alternative colour layouts that she could use throughout the year depending on the season.

CLIENT: 
FLOWERS BY SK

INDUSTRY: 
Florist

PROJECT: 
Rebrand





BRIEF: 
CS FIT specialises in personal training, nutrition and non-evasive Liposculpt Fat Reduction Laser.

Claudine came to us to get help in defining her brand and wanted us to design and build a website that was simple to 
use, unfussy and gave the user an easy way of understanding the services offered.  She also had a logo design in mind 
that we finessed and created a colour palette that was then used across the website and all marketing collateral.

The website has been designed in a way that allows the user at anytime to move around depending on interest in 
other services or wanting to make contact.

CLIENT: 
CS FIT

INDUSTRY: 
Fitness

PROJECT: 
Website & branding





LOGO ICON PRESENTATION

ALTERNATE LOGO LAYOUT

BRIEF: 
The GuitarWrist is a not-for-profit company designing bespoke jewellery out of used guitar strings and pectrums.

As a start up they were looking for a logo that captured the essence of what they created but was also scalable to 
work on small tags that would be attached to the bracelets and bangels.

A sales presentation was produced that the client used to showcase the products to potential bands who may be 
interested in taking part.

CLIENT: 
THE GUITARWRIST

INDUSTRY: 
Music charity

PROJECT: 
Logo & marketing collateral



BRIEF: 
Folds is run by Emma Gurner who’s an interior designer and stylist.

Looking to refresh her existing website, she came to us to redesign the site to be more professional and engaging.

We established a flat, muted colour pallette to allow the work itself to pop out and become the focus of the site.

Further to the layout, EDS also helped Emma with choosing appropriate imagery and creating and editing copy 
content.

CLIENT: 
FOLDS

INDUSTRY: 
Interior Designer

PROJECT: 
Website rebrand



BRIEF: 
The Brand Lab was a start-up branding agency who specialise in working with high end jewellery and fashion brands 
to enhance their market positioning and develop opportunities.

We were contacted to help devise a brand logo that would work across multiple channels, including business stationery 
and a website.

The logo was to be simple in its structure but at the same time represent the multiple services that The Brand Lab will 
be offering its clients.

CLIENT: 
THE BRAND LAB

INDUSTRY: 
Marketing

PROJECT: 
Branding concept



BRIEF: 
Whitepaper are a luxury event planning agency.

Soon after launching, we were approached to help create a design for a can the client wanted to send out to all their potential 
clients as a way of promoting the company’s services.

Taking inspiration from the famous Warhol Campbell Soup cans, we created the logo and icons, as well as defining the colour 
pallet and layout.

The campaign proved to be very successful for our client with them gaining a number of new clients.

CLIENT: 
WHITEPAPER

INDUSTRY: 
Event production

PROJECT: 
Marketing collateral



THANK YOU


